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Abstract
In this master thesis, a model-based video coding algorithm has been developed
that uses input from a colour and depth camera, such as the Microsoft Kinect.
Using a model-based representation of a video has several advantages over the
commonly used block-based approach, used by the H.264 standard. For example,
videos can be rendered in 3D, be viewed from alternative views, and have objects
inserted into them for augmented reality and user interaction.

This master thesis demonstrates a very efficient way of encoding the geometry
of a scene. The results of the proposed algorithm show that it can reach very low
bitrates with comparable results to the H.264 standard.

Sammanfattning
I detta examensarbete har en modellbaserad videokodningsalgoritm utvecklats
som använder data från en djup- och färgkamera, exempelvis Microsoft Kinect.
Det finns flera fördelar med en modellbaserad representation av en video över den
mer vanligt förekommande blockbaserade varianten, vilket används av bland annat
H.264. Några exempel är möjligheten att rendera videon i 3D samt från alternativa
vyer, placera in objekt i videon samt möjlighet för användaren att interagera med
scenen.

Detta examensarbete påvisar en väldigt effektiv metod för komprimering av sceng-
eometri. Resultaten av den presenterade algoritmen visar att möjligheten att upp-
nåväldigt låg bithastighet med jämförelsebara resultat med H.264-standarden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The most common video coders today, such as H.264, use a block-based approach
to represent image data. In H.264, the motion within each block is estimated, and
a prediction of the next frame is made. A quantized value of the prediction error
is then transmitted. This significantly reduces the data that needs to be trans-
mitted. The block-based technique has reached very good performance. However,
there is always a need to find more efficient methods for compressing video. More
efficient methods will allow for higher quality video using the same bandwidth, or
less bandwidth for the same quality. Model-based coding is a different way of rep-
resenting a video. In model-based coding, objects such as textured polygons and
camera movement are both extracted from the video and encoded. The objects
can be represented by the same polygons over several frames which can allow for
a lower bitrate compared to the block-based approach.

The model-based representation leads to other possibilities than just a lower bi-
trate. Videos encoded using this representation can be rendered and viewed in 3D
with the help of 3D glasses. Objects can be lit in alternative ways and new objects
can be inserted into the scene for augmented reality (AR). Since these videos are
represented with 3D geometry, the camera can move in other ways than during
recording within the scene. There are of course some physical restrictions such as
the coder cannot accurately predict views that the camera has not seen.

Most video coding algorithms are designed for videos recorded only with a colour
camera. The proposed algorithm in this master thesis uses a colour and depth
camera. An example of such a camera is the Microsoft Kinect [16]. The depth
camera provides additional information about the scene being captured.

1.1 Objectives

The objective of this master thesis is to evaluate the possiblity of using model-
based video coding with a colour and depth camera. Camera movement and
objects from a video sequence are extracted and compressed to reach a very low
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2 Introduction

bitrate. The encoded data is then decoded for reconstruction and playback of the
video. The results when using model-based video coding will later be compared
to H.264.

To limit the scope of this work, no audio will be taken into account, and the
captured scenes are assumed to be static with only the camera moving. To fur-
ther limit the scope, both the depth and the colour camera have been manually
calibrated.

1.2 Related Work

3D model-based coding has been around for more than a decade. The MPEG-4
version 2 standard has support for compression of 3D models [1]. However, this
standard requires a predefined 3D model in both the encoder and the decoder,
which makes it less useful.

Further work in the 3D model-based field has been done by Balter et al. [3, 4, 10]
who automatically extracted and encoded 3D models from a video. Their algo-
rithm extracts a depth map from the motion of a monocular camera. A mesh
is then fitted onto the depth map and encoded in several quality levels with the
use of wavelets to allow for scalability. Their work shows better compression than
H.264 at a very low bitrate. Balter et al. have also, just like this thesis, limited
their work to static scenes.

In recent years, focus has shifted to 3DTV compression with multi-view plus depth
(MVD). In MVD the scene is captured with two or more cameras. The depth of
the scene can then be estimated with computer vision algorithms from the camera
images. There are a few different ways of generating 3D models from these depth
maps. Collue et al. [7, 8] use a quad-based approach which is similar to what is
used in this paper.

This thesis will not explain how H.264 and other block-based coders work in de-
tail. Readers interested to learn more about modern block-based hybrid coders
are referred to the paper [25] written by Wiegand et al. for a detailed description.

1.3 Outline of the Report

The subject is introduced in chapter 1 (this chapter), and the difference between
block-based and model-based coding is explained. The scope and objectives of the
master thesis are outlined. Related works from different research groups are also
described.

Chapter 2 introduces the theory of projective geometry. The principle of homo-
geneous coordinates is explained. Knowledge of linear algebra is recommended in
order to understand this chapter. Camera geometry and the relationship between
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the colour and the depth camera are also presented.

The principal theory behind motion estimation from a sequence of images from a
monocular camera is described in chapter 3. Having an understanding of algebra
and singular value decomposition (SVD) is required for this chapter to be mean-
ingful.

The science behind data compression and the methods used in this master thesis
are presented in chapter 4. Some knowledge in signal processing, especially the
discrete cosine transform (DCT), is recommended.

In chapter 5, the hardware used is briefly explained. The proposed algorithm
is explained in detail.

Chapter 6 presents the results achieved by the proposed algorithm. These re-
sults are then compared to the block-based H.264 standard.

Lastly, in chapter 7 the results from chapter 6 are discussed. Possible improve-
ments and future work are also discussed in this chapter.





Chapter 2

Projective and Camera
Geometry

Pictures such as figure 2.1 show that objects that are parallel in 3D space (for
example the sides of the road) all seem to converge as they go towards the hori-
zon. All the parallel lines meet at a point on the horizon corresponding to their
direction. Even if you move the camera, the lines will still meet at the same point.
Because of this, there is a need to be able to express how these points at “infinity”
are being projected to finite points in the image.

Figure 2.1: Parallel lines meet at a point on the horizon.

2.1 The Projective Plane

The projective plane is an augmented Cartesian plane (augmented xy plane) that
has points at infinity. A set of parallel lines on the Cartesian plane meet at a point
at infinity, and different sets of parallel lines meet at different points at infinity.
The collection of these new points at infinity is declared as a new line (line at
infinity) which, in an image, corresponds to the horizon [12].

5



6 Projective and Camera Geometry

2.2 Homogeneous Coordinates

Every point in 3D space, P = (X,Y, Z)>, has a line, LP, which intersects the
origin, P0.

LP = {P : P0 +γ(P−P0) =

0
0
0

+γ(

XY
Z

−

0
0
0

) = γ

XY
Z

 , γ ∈ R} (2.2.1)

Every line that intersects the origin (that is not horizontal) will intersect the
Cartesian reference plane at a unique Cartesian point p = (x, y)> = (X/Z, Y/Z)>,
where Z 6= 0 (see figure 2.2). Scaling γ will not change the point at which it
intersects the reference plane.

Figure 2.2: Lines through the origin intersecting the Cartesian plane.

Taking the aforementioned into account, homogeneous coordinates add an extra
coordinate to express where in space the point lies on the line. Every point in
n-space is expressed as an (n + 1)-vector. For example, the homogeneous vector
Ph = (Xh, Yh, Zh,Wh)>, where Wh 6= 0, represents the point P = (X,Y, Z)> in
R3 with inhomogeneous coordinates X = Xh/Wh, Y = Yh/Wh, Z = Zh/Wh.
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2.3 Transformations

Homogeneous coordinates help us to express projective transformations with
(n + 1) × (n + 1) matrices in n-space. A chain of transformations can easily
be expressed with one matrix by multiplying all of the transformations together.
In the 3D case, the common projective transformations translation, scaling and
rotations look like:

T (tx, ty, tz) =


1 0 0 tx
0 1 0 ty
0 0 1 tz
0 0 0 1

 (2.3.1)

S(sx, sy, sz) =


sx 0 0 0
0 sy 0 0
0 0 sz 0
0 0 0 1

 (2.3.2)

Rx(φ) =


1 0 0 0
0 cos(φ) −sin(φ) 0
0 sin(φ) cos(φ) 0
0 0 0 1

 (2.3.3)

Ry(φ) =


cos(φ) 0 sin(φ) 0

0 1 0 0
−sin(φ) 0 cos(φ) 0

0 0 0 1

 (2.3.4)

Rz(φ) =


cos(φ) −sin(φ) 0 0
sin(φ) cos(φ) 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 (2.3.5)

These projective transformations (which will later be referred to as 3D homogra-
phies) express what will happen to the projection of the scene when the observer
(the camera) changes position.

2.4 The Pinhole Camera Model

The pinhole camera model describes a camera with its camera centre at the lens.
The sensor, also known as the image plane, lies along the principal axis at the
distance (focal length) Z = f from the camera centre. A point in the world with
coordinates X = (X,Y, Z)> is mapped onto the image plane where the line from
the point X to the camera centre intersects the image plane, x [22].
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Figure 2.3: Pinhole camera model.

As seen in figure 2.3 the point X will map to the image plane asXY
Z

 7→
(
f X

Z

f Y
Z

)
(2.4.1)

Equation 2.4.1 can be expressed in homogeneous coordinates with a linear mappingf 0
f 0

1 0



X
Y
Z
1

 =

fXfY
Z

 (2.4.2)

The 3 × 4 homogeneous matrix is called the camera projection matrix, C. The
camera projection matrix maps a point in the world, X, to a point on the image
plane, x. Thus, the mapping of X to x is

x = CX (2.4.3)

2.5 The Camera Calibration Matrix

Equation 2.4.3 assumes that the origin of the coordinate system is where the
principal axis intersects the sensor. To move the origin of the coordinate system
(u0, v0)> pixels to the top left corner of the sensor, a translation of the image point
is needed. XY

Z

 7→
(
f X

Z + u0

f Y
Z + v0

)
(2.5.1)

Just as equation 2.4.1 was written in the form of 2.4.2, equation 2.5.1 can be
written as f u0 0

f v0 0
1 0



X
Y
Z
1

 =

fX + Zu0

fY + Zv0
Z

 (2.5.2)
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All of the parameters specific to a camera can be expressed in a camera calibration
matrix, K, which is a part of the camera projection matrix.

K =

f u0

f v0
1

 (2.5.3)

CCD cameras may have non-square pixels [12]. This can be calibrated by intro-
ducing the scale factor k

K =

f u0

kf v0
1

 (2.5.4)

If the camera sensor is skewed, the parameter γ can compensate α = arctan( γ
kf )

degrees

K =

f γ u0

kf v0
1

 (2.5.5)

All of the above camera parameters can be determined through camera calibration.
The relationship between the camera’s centre and the world can be expressed by a
rotation, R, and a translation, t. In order express the camera in world coordinates,
the camera projection matrix has to take into account the rotation and translation
relative to the world. The updated camera projection matrix is

C = K[R | t] (2.5.6)

where R is a 3× 3 matrix and t is a 3-vector.

2.6 Depth and Colour Camera Geometry

To determine the relationship between the depth and colour cameras, the origin
is set to the camera centre of the depth camera.

CDepth = KDepth[RDepth | tDepth] = KDepth[I | 0] (2.6.1)

where I is the identity matrix, 0 is the null vector and KDepth is the depth camera’s
calibration matrix. The colour camera, with calibration matrix KRGB, is rotated
RRGB and translated tRGB relative to the depth camera.

CRGB = KRGB[RRGB | tRGB] (2.6.2)

A point x in the depth image with homogeneous coordinates xh, can be reprojected
as a line L through the origin out into the world [12].

L = γK−1
Depthxh (2.6.3)

The value in the depth image for point x, ix, then tells us where on the line the
point is.

X = {γ = ix} = ixK
−1
Depthxh (2.6.4)
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The point in the world X, with the homogeneous coordinates Xh, can then be
projected onto the colour camera.

xRGB = CRGBXh (2.6.5)

Figure 2.4: Reprojected point in the depth image projected onto the RGB image.



Chapter 3

Motion Estimation

In order to determine the transformation between two images, one must solve the
correspondence problem. Finding the correspondence between all pixels in two
images is very computationally expensive. These computations can be reduced if
a smaller set of points (interest points) is studied [22]. Interest points should have
specific local properties that can be detected in both images. An example of such
points is corners.

3.1 The Harris Corner Detector

When solving the correspondence problem, it is more appropriate to use corners
rather than lines as features due to the aperture problem [22]. One way of finding
corners in an image is by using the Harris corner detector [11]. Consider a patch
of a 2D greyscale image, I, and shifting it by (∆x,∆y)>. The sum of squared
differences, S, between the patch and the shifted patch is given by

S(∆x,∆y) =
∑
xi

∑
yi

(I(xi, yi)− I(xi −∆x, yi −∆y))2 (3.1.1)

The shifted patch can be approximated with the first-order Taylor expansion

I(xi −∆x, yi −∆y) ≈ I(xi, yi) +
∂I(xi, yi)

∂x
∆x+

∂I(xi, yi)
∂y

∆y (3.1.2)

Inserting equation 3.1.2 into 3.1.1 gives

S(∆x,∆y) ≈
∑
xi

∑
yi

(−∂I(xi, yi)
∂x

∆x− ∂I(xi, yi)
∂y

∆y)2

=
∑
xi

∑
yi

(
∂I(xi, yi)

∂x
∆x+

∂I(xi, yi)
∂y

∆y)2 (3.1.3)

Equation 3.1.3 can be written in matrix form

S(∆x,∆y) ≈
(
∆x,∆y

)
A

(
∆x
∆y

)
(3.1.4)

11



12 Motion Estimation

where A is the structure tensor

A(x, y) =


∑
xi

∑
yi

∂2I(xi, yi)
∂x2

∑
xi

∑
yi

∂I(xi, yi)
∂x

∂I(xi, yi)
∂y∑

xi

∑
yi

∂I(xi, yi)
∂x

∂I(xi, yi)
∂y

∑
xi

∑
yi

∂2I(xi, yi)
∂y2

 (3.1.5)

By studying the magnitude of the two eigenvalues, λ1 and λ2, of the structure
tensor, A, three cases (intrinsic dimensions) arise: [22]

1. The patch around the pixel is flat if both eigenvalues are small.

2. The patch represents an edge if λ1 is small and λ2 is large.

3. The patch represents a corner if both eigenvalues are large.

Since extracting the eigenvalues with eigenvalue decomposition is computationally
expensive, Harris proposes [11] to use the response function

R(A) = det(A)− κ(trace(A))2 (3.1.6)

where a positive R represents a corner, a negative R represents an edge and a
small R represents a flat region. κ is a tuneable parameter (usually between 0.04
and 0.15 [22]).

3.2 Lucas-Kanade Optical Flow

Given two 2D greyscale images, I and J , one would like to find the location in im-
age J of a feature extracted with the Harris corner detector in image I. A widely
used method for this is the Lucas-Kanade optical flow algorithm [6]. Its strengths
include the ability to use pyramid scales and to produce sub-pixel accuracy.

Given point u =
(
ux, uy

)> in image I, the Lucas-Kanade optical flow algorithm
tries to find location v = u + d =

(
vx, vy

)> in image J where I(u) and J(v) are
“similar”. The displacement vector d =

(
dx, dy

)> (also known as the optical flow)
is defined as the vector that minimizes the matching function ε [20].

ε(d) =
∑

xi∈W

∑
yi∈W

ω(xi, yi)(I(xi, yi)− J(xi + dx, yi + dy))2

=
∑

xi∈W

ω(xi)(I(xi)− J(xi + d))2 (3.2.1)

where W is a neighbourhood around u, and ω is a weighting function. To find the
displacement vector, d, the matching function, ε, is differentiated with respect to
the displacement and is set to zero.

∂ε(d)
∂d

= −2
∑

xi∈W

ω(xi)(I(xi)− J(xi + d))(
∂J(xi + d)

∂d
)> = 0 (3.2.2)
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The first-order Taylor expansion of J(xi + d) gives us

J(xi + d) ≈ J(xi)−∇J(xi)>d (3.2.3)

Inserting equation 3.2.3 in 3.2.2 produces

∂ε(d)
∂d

≈ −2
∑

xi∈W

ω(xi)(I(xi)− J(xi)−∇J(xi)>d)∇J(xi) = 0 (3.2.4)

Rearranging equation 3.2.4 results in∑
xi∈W

ω(xi)(I(xi)− J(xi))∇J(xi) =
∑

xi∈W

ω(xi)∇J(xi)>d∇J(xi)

=
∑

xi∈W

ω(xi)∇J(xi)∇J(xi)>d (3.2.5)

Finally, the displacement vector is given by

d = (
∑

xi∈W

ω(xi)∇J(xi)∇J(xi)>)−1
∑

xi∈W

ω(xi)(I(xi)− J(xi))∇J(xi) (3.2.6)

Figure 3.1: Corresponding features between two frames.

3.3 The Orthogonal Procrustes Problem

One way of estimating the transformation between n 3D points (that correspond
to n feature points) in two images is by solving the orthogonal Procrustes prob-
lem [19]. If (3 × n) matrix A contains the 3D points from the first image, and
(3×n) matrix B contains the corresponding 3D points from the second image, the
orthogonal Procrustes problem tries to find the transformation, R, that minimizes

ε = ‖A−RB‖2 (3.3.1)
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This can be solved by using singular value decomposition

USV > = SVD(BA>) (3.3.2)

Now R is given by
R = V U> (3.3.3)

One way to improve the estimate of the transformation above is to centre the 3D
points around the origin

tA =
1
N

N∑
i=1

Ai, tB =
1
N

N∑
i=1

Bi (3.3.4)

Ã =
N∑

i=1

(Ai − tA), B̃ =
N∑

i=1

(Bi − tB) (3.3.5)

where Ai and Bi are column vectors of the matrices A and B. After the centring,
the minimization is performed on the centred 3D points.

ε = ‖Ã− R̃ B̃‖2 (3.3.6)

The full transformation chain (in homogeneous coordinates) from 3D points in the
second image to 3D points in the first image is then given by

H =


1 0 0 tA,x

0 1 0 tA,y

0 0 1 tA,z

0 0 0 1



R̃11 R̃12 R̃13 0
R̃21 R̃22 R̃23 0
R̃31 R̃32 R̃33 0
0 0 0 1




1 0 0 −tB,x

0 1 0 −tB,y

0 0 1 −tB,z

0 0 0 1

 (3.3.7)

An alternative method to the orthogonal Procrustes problem is the Iterative Clos-
est Point (ICP) algorithm [5]. ICP tries to minimise the difference between two
point clouds. This method was evaluated and determined inappropriate due to
problems with becoming stuck in local minima, thus returning incorrect transfor-
mations.

3.4 RANSAC

Depth data given from the depth camera can contain noisy points (outliers) that
will reduce the quality of the transformation. RANSAC (RANdom SAmple Con-
sensus) is a method for eliminating outliers and only using the less noisy points
(inliers) when estimating the transformation [12].

The iterative RANSAC method works as follows when applied to solving the or-
thogonal Procrustes problem:

1. Take a random subset of points, SA ∈ A and SB ∈ B, and calculate the
transformation, Hi, between the subsets with equation 3.3.4 to 3.3.7.
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2. Calculate the number of transformed points, ni, that are within a given error,
ε.

ni =
N∑

j=1

{
1, ‖Aj −HiBj‖2 < ε

0, otherwise
(3.4.1)

3. If ni is larger than any previous n, store the inliers and Hi.

4. Repeat until the maximum number of iterations is reached, or if ni is above
a predefined threshold.

There is only a certain probability to find the correct result with RANSAC, since it
is a non-deterministic method. The probability of finding the correct transforma-
tion increases with the number of iterations. Hartley and Zisserman [12] present
a formula for calculating how many samples (iterations), N , are needed to ensure
that with probability p, that the subset is free from outliers.

N =
log(1− p)

log(1− (1− ε)η)
(3.4.2)

where ε is the proportion of outliers, and η is the sample size. In order to find the
correct transformation with a 99 % probability when using a sample size of 4 (the
minimum number of points needed to determine the transformation), where 40 %
of the points are outliers, one would have to do at least 34 iterations.





Chapter 4

Data Compression

Data compression is the science of representing information in a compact form [18].
Data can be expressed in a compact form by looking at its structure and relation-
ship to previously transmitted data. For example, common words and characters
in a text can be expressed with a short code word, whilst less common words can
have longer code words. For instance, the letter e is very common in the English
language, whilst x is uncommon. It is even more uncommon that an x is followed
by a z. Taking advantage of this statistical redundancy, a short representation of
the data can be made.

Similar techniques can be applied to images. Neighbouring pixels in an image
are usually very similar, thus the difference between them is usually small. By as-
signing short code words to small values, a reduction in bits is achieved by sending
the code word of the difference between each pixel.

Data compression can be split into two different schools, lossless and lossy com-
pression. Lossless compression will not destroy any of the information that is being
compressed. The information encoded will be exactly the same as the information
decoded. This is important when compressing texts. Lossy compression allows for
small errors in the decoded information. Therefore, the number of bits needed to
compress a file can be reduced. This is commonly utilised in image compression,
where the human eye cannot usually tell the difference from the original image
when the errors are kept small.

4.1 JPEG

JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) is a widely used lossy still image cod-
ing standard. JPEG uses transform coding with the discrete cosine transform
(DCT). An image is first converted from the RGB colour space to the YCBCR
colour space [15]. The luma channel Y represents brightness and the two chroma
channels, CB and CR, represent colour. The chroma channels are downsampled

17
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by a factor of 2.

The image is divided in blocks of 8 × 8 pixels. If the image size is not a mul-
tiple of 8, then the last column and row will be replicated until the image is a
multiple of 8 [18]. When the image is decoded, the decoder then removes these
extra columns and rows.

Each block is transformed with an 8 × 8 forward DCT. Because of the DCT,
the low frequency components of the block are in the upper left-hand corner and
the higher frequencies are in the bottom right-hand corner. As images are low
frequency, the values in the upper left-hand corner are usually much larger than
the ones in the bottom right-hand corner.

The low frequency property of most photographs is utilized when quantizing each
block. Each component in a transformed block is quantized with a 16-bit step size
obtained from an 8× 8 quantization table. Each image uses one to four different
quantization tables. Low frequency components have smaller step sizes in these
tables than high frequency components.

16 11 10 16 24 40 51 61
12 12 14 19 26 58 60 55
14 13 16 24 40 57 69 56
14 17 22 29 51 87 80 62
18 22 37 56 68 109 103 77
24 35 55 64 81 104 113 92
49 64 78 87 103 121 120 101
72 92 95 98 112 100 103 99

Table 4.1: The standard ĲG quantization table, TS .

The quantization tables published by the Independent JPEG Group (ĲG) are
frequently used [15]. The standard ĲG quantization table TS (table 4.1) can be
scaled depending on the selected quality level, Q. This quality level can range
from 0 to 100. The quantization table TQ for quality level Q, is then calculated
by

S =

{
5000

Q , 0 ≤ Q < 50
200− 2Q, 50 ≤ Q ≤ 100

(4.1.1)

TQ(i, j) = bS · TS(i, j) + 50
100

c (4.1.2)

where bxc is the largest integer smaller than x. For example, the quantization
table for quality level Q = 80 can be seen in table 4.2.
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6 4 4 6 10 16 20 24
5 5 6 8 10 23 24 22
6 5 6 10 16 23 28 22
6 7 9 12 20 35 32 25
7 9 15 22 27 44 41 31
10 14 22 26 32 42 45 37
20 26 31 35 41 48 48 40
29 37 38 39 45 40 41 40

Table 4.2: ĲG quantization table for Q = 80.

The quantized value for each transform coefficient, ψ(i, j), is given by

Ψ(i, j) = b ψ(i, j)
TQ(i, j)

+ 0.5c (4.1.3)

If an alphabet was made for all possible quantized values, it would be very large.
Therefore, the JPEG standard splits all possible quantized values into categories
to reduce the size of the alphabet. The size of these categories grows by the power
of 2. Table 4.3 displays the first set of categories and their members.

Category Members Members code word
0 0
1 -1, 1 0, 1
2 -3, -2, 2, 3 00, 01, 10, 11
3 -7, -6, -5, -4, 4, 5, 6, 7 000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111
...

...
...

Table 4.3: Categories and their members.

DC components are not encoded in the same way as AC components. A DC com-
ponent (the component in the upper left-hand corner of a block) can be seen as
an average value of the pixel intensity in a block. Since this value is quite likely to
have the same (or similar) value as neighbouring blocks’ DC component, each DC
component is encoded as the difference from the previous block’s DC component
value. Instead of sending the actual difference from the previous block, the Huff-
man code for the value’s category is first sent, followed by the extra bits describing
which member of the category it is. For example, if the difference is −6 the Huff-
man code for category 3 is first sent, followed by the code word 001 for the member.

A different alphabet consisting of pairs (run length and category) is created for
AC components. The run length contains the number of zeros (minimum 0, max-
imum 15) prior to the non-zero AC component being encoded. Due to the AC
components’ values being small, and having large step sizes in their quantization,
many values will be quantized to zero [18]. Scanning the quantized block in a
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zigzag pattern (see figure 4.1) will result in long runs of zeros. An example of an
AC component alphabet can be seen in table 4.4.

Figure 4.1: Zigzag scan of the AC components in a block.

There are two special symbols, EOB and ZRL, in this alphabet. EOB (End Of
Block) is used when the remaining components in a block are zero. The probability
of finding a long run of zeros at the end of a zigzag scan is very high. All of
these zeros can be encoded with an EOB symbol, which will result in substantial
compression [18]. ZRL (Zero Run Length) is used if there is a run with more than
15 zeros.

N / C Code word . . . N / C Code word
0 / 0 (EOB) 1010 . . . 15 / 0 (ZRL) 11111111001
0 / 1 00 . . . 15 / 1 1111111111110101
0 / 2 01 . . . 15 / 2 1111111111110110
0 / 3 100 . . . 15 / 3 1111111111110111
0 / 4 1011 . . . 15 / 4 1111111111111000
0 / 5 11010 . . . 15 / 5 1111111111111001
...

...
...

...

Table 4.4: Example of Huffman code for run length, N, and category, C [18].

In figure 4.2, a 640 × 480 photo is compressed with different quality levels. The
resulting file sizes can be seen in table 4.5.
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(a) Q = 0 (b) Q = 20

(c) Q = 40 (d) Q = 60

(e) Q = 80 (f) Q = 100

Figure 4.2: Image compressed with JPEG with different quality levels.

Quality Size (kB)
0 6.2
20 12.1
40 17.6
60 23.8
80 38.5
100 229.1

Table 4.5: JPEG file sizes for different quality levels.
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4.2 Floating Point Compression

All of the data representing the extracted geometry from the scene are floating
point numbers. Floating point numbers have high precision, and therefore require
many bits. By compressing these floating point numbers, a reduction in bits can
be achieved.

Floating point numbers can be broken up into sign, exponent and mantissa. The
standard IEEE 32-bit floating point numbers use 1 bit for the sign, 8 bits for the
exponent and 23 bits for the mantissa [13]. If a group of floating point numbers
to be compressed are within a limited exponent range, all of the bits representing
the exponent become redundant.

It is possible to achieve decent compression rates with lossless floating point com-
pression [13]. However, since the geometry data being compressed contains noise,
the extra bits needed for lossless compression cannot be justified. Although the
method used in this paper for floating point compression is simple, it is still quite
effective.

A group of numbers is encoded with a fixed number of bits. The number of
bits, b, required to code a group can be calculated given a maximum quantization
error, ε.

b = dlog2(
vmax − vmin

ε
− 1)e (4.2.1)

where vmax is the maximum value in that group, and vmin is the minimum value.
dxe is the smallest integer larger than x.

Given the number of bits for a group, the quantization step size, ∆, can be calcu-
lated

∆ =
vmax − vmin

2b − 1
(4.2.2)

Each floating point number, υ, in a group is then quantized and converted to an
integer

υint = bυ − vmin

∆
+ 0.5c (4.2.3)

Each calculated integer is encoded with the fixed-length binary code that corre-
sponds to that integer. Table 4.6 gives an example of a codebook for b = 3 which
consists of 23 = 8 symbols (integers).
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Symbol Code word
0 000
1 001
2 010
3 011
4 100
5 101
6 110
7 111

Table 4.6: Codebook for b = 3.





Chapter 5

Method

The model-based video coding algorithm proposed in this paper uses input from
a colour and depth camera. The camera used to conduct the experiments in this
paper is the Microsoft Kinect [16]. However, the proposed algorithm is not bound
to this camera model. Any camera producing colour and depth will work in the
same manner. A brief description of the Kinect’s specification and how it captures
depth is presented in section 5.1.

The proposed algorithm is split into two major components, the encoder and the
decoder. The encoder compresses the colour and depth data given by the camera
in a model-based fashion. This compressed data can later be reconstructed and
played back by the decoder. Both the encoder and the decoder are described in
detail in section 5.2.

5.1 Microsoft Kinect

The Microsoft Kinect colour and depth camera was at first only intended for use
with the Microsoft XBOX 360 gaming console, tracking the movement of the body
to control games. This camera has however gained much of interest from scientists
due to its low cost and fairly accurate depth measurements.

The Kinect’s RGB camera suffers from the rolling shutter effect [9], since it is
using a CMOS sensor. This effect occurs because the sensor is exposed row by
row, unlike a CCD sensor, where the entire sensor is exposed at the same time
(global shutter). Due to this rolling shutter effect, the 3D homography estimation
between two camera positions can become incorrect and thus affect the end result.

Both the RGB and depth images are captured at a frame rate of 30 Hz. The
video stream outputs an 8-bit RGB image at 640×480 and an 11-bit depth image
at 640 × 480 [17]. An example of the output from both cameras can be seen in
figure 5.1.

25
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(a) RGB image (b) Depth image1

Figure 5.1: Colour and depth image captured with the Kinect.

In order to capture the depth of the scene, a laser projects a near-infrared (NIR)
light with a structured light pattern (see figure 5.2). A NIR camera captures this
infrared light and deciphers it to determine the depth. [21]

Figure 5.2: Structured light.

1The 11-bit image has been converted to a colour space where red is close, green is further
away and blue is the farthest. Black indicates that the depth cannot be estimated.
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5.2 Algorithm

The encoding component of the proposed algorithm takes raw data (colour and
depth) from the camera and compresses it by extracting camera movement and
scene geometry. This data is then saved to file (or broadcasted over a network).
The decoding component of the proposed algorithm processes this data and re-
constructs the video.

5.2.1 Encoding

The encoding component is divided into four different parts. Firstly, incoming data
is preprocessed to assist movement tracking and geometry generation. Tracking
and geometry generation is then performed on the preprocessed images. Finally,
the output from the tracking and the geometry is compressed.

Figure 5.3 shows a flowchart of the encoding algorithm. At the top of the chart,
the algorithm assumes that a keyframe (for example the first frame in a video
sequence) is provided.

Figure 5.3: Flowchart of the encoding algorithm.
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Preprocessing

The encoder receives an RGB image and a depth image from the camera. The
RGB image is then converted to a greyscale image.

V = 0.229 ·R+ 0.587 ·G+ 0.114 ·B (5.2.1)

By converting the image to a greyscale image, tracking only needs to be done on
one channel, instead of on each of the R, G and B channels.

The depth image can contain a significant amount of missing data. Data may
be missing in several circumstances, such as when the object is too close or far
away. Other circumstances when data may be missing in are if surfaces are reflec-
tive, or when structured light cannot be projected and deciphered, due to the angle
of the surface being too narrow relative to the camera. Since the infrared projec-
tor and camera are not in the same position, occlusion will also cause missing data.

To reduce the amount of missing data, the depth image is filtered. To achieve
this, the missing data is first interpolated with a 2D isotropic Gaussian filter.

I(x, y) =

x+N∑
xi=x−N

y+N∑
yi=y−N

e−
(x−xi)

2+(y−yi)
2

2σ2 I(xi, yi)

x+N∑
xi=x−N

y+N∑
yi=y−N

e−
(x−xi)

2+(y−yi)
2

2σ2

(5.2.2)

A small N is preferred, so that only a small local neighbourhood is used when
filling in missing data. Since the first iteration will not always fill in all missing
data, the process is repeated until all missing data is filled in. Then, a bilateral
filter [23] is used to smoothen out this filtered data, whilst still preserving the
edges.

I(x, y) =

x+N∑
xi=x−N

y+N∑
yi=y−N

e−
(I(x,y)−I(xi,yi))

2

2σ2 I(xi, yi)

x+N∑
xi=x−N

y+N∑
yi=y−N

e−
(I(x,y)−I(xi,yi))

2

2σ2

(5.2.3)

In figure 5.4 an example of depth image filtering can be seen when using N = 4
and σ = 1.2247 for the Gaussian filter and N = 5 and σ = 31.6228 for the bilateral
filter.
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(a) Input image. (b) After three iterations of Gaussian filtering.

(c) Gaussian filtered. (d) Bilateral filtered.

Figure 5.4: Depth image filtering.

After the filtering of the depth image is complete, all of the points (pixels) in the
depth image are reprojected out into the world.

Px,y = I(x, y)K−1
Depth

xy
1

 (5.2.4)

where I(x, y) is the depth value for a point given by the depth image. The resultant
3D points from the reprojections are then projected onto the RGB image.

xRGB = CRGBPh (5.2.5)

Each projected point on the RGB image is added to a quadtree structure. A
quadtree is a tree structure that is split into quads. Every split generates four new
quads. Each projected point is added to the quad it projects onto. The quadtree
structure helps to increase the speed of searching during feature tracking, and is
also used when generating geometry (which is described later). Figure 5.5 shows
an example of a quadtree subdivision of an image.
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Figure 5.5: An example of a quadtree subdivision.

A normal is also calculated for each point to aid the geometry generation. The
point’s normal is calculated from the 3D coordinates of nearby points.

n̂Px,y =
(Px,y −Px,y+∆)× (Px,y −Px+∆,y)
‖(Px,y −Px,y+∆)× (Px,y −Px+∆,y)‖

(5.2.6)

∆ has to be large enough to reduce the noise of the depth measurement, but small
enough to not get incorrect normals close to the edges. The proposed algorithm
calculates an average of ∆ = 5 and ∆ = 10.

Tracking

The foundation of the encoding component is keyframes. These keyframes are
the frames that are compressed and saved to file. The decoder only needs these
keyframes to reconstruct the video. All of the frames in-between are then pre-
dicted with the help of these keyframes. There are a variable number of frames
in-between two keyframes. If nothing happens in the scene (the camera is standing
still), then the number of frames in-between is large. However, if there is signifi-
cant movement, then the number of frames in-between two keyframes is low.

The encoder starts by finding features in the current keyframe. The encoder
then selects a frame N number of frames in front of the current keyframe, and
tries to find the current keyframe’s features within. This can be achieved using the
Lucas-Kanade optical flow algorithm (see section 3.2). If the number of matching
features found is low, then the encoder selects the frame previous to the one just
selected (N − 1). The number of matching features found may be small if there is
significant movement, or if the image has much motion blur. On the other hand,
if the number of matching features found is very large (e.g. the camera is standing
still), then the next frame (N + 1) is selected. This is repeated until enough fea-
tures are found in a frame to safely predict camera movement, but not too many,
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so as to minimise the data transmitted.

When a good candidate for the next keyframe is found, the encoder searches for
the 3D coordinates for every matching feature. The 3D point obtained from the
depth image, whose projection in the RGB image is the closest to the matching
feature, is then selected as the matching feature’s 3D coordinate.

When all corresponding features’ 3D coordinates are found in both keyframes,
the 3D homography is estimated between these points. This is done by using
RANSAC to remove the outliers, and then using the inliers to solve the orthogo-
nal Procrustes problem as described in section 3.4.

Geometry Generation

The geometry used to represent a scene in 3D is generated for a new keyframe by
tessellating its quadtree, which was used during feature tracking. For each quad in
this quadtree, the 3D midpoint and average normal are calculated from the points
that are projected onto the quad.

P =
1
N

N∑
i=1

Pi (5.2.7)

n̂ =

N∑
i=1

n̂i

‖
N∑

i=1

n̂i‖

(5.2.8)

Given the midpoint and the average normal, a plane can be calculated for each
quad with the plane equation

P · n̂ +D = 0 (5.2.9)

The distance from the plane is then measured for every 3D point

Nε =
N∑

i=1

{
1, |Pi · n̂ +D| > ε

0, otherwise
(5.2.10)

If the number of points, Nε, that are further away than ε from the plane is large,
then the quad is split into four new quads. Otherwise the quad is marked for
having the possibility to merge with its parent’s other children. If all four children
belonging to a parent are marked as being able to merge, then the plane normal
in each one of the children is checked to see if they are close to being parallel.

n̂i · n̂j ≥ tn, i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, i 6= j (5.2.11)

where tn is a threshold close to 1. If all four normals are close to being parallel,
then their parent is merged into a child. By doing this for the whole quadtree, the
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tree will become tessellated with large quads on large flat surfaces, and smaller
quads where there are significant changes in depth.

The quads in the quadtree need to be represented as 3D geometric objects. The
plane equation previously calculated from the midpoint and the average normal
describes an infinite plane. By finding the 3D coordinates of the plane’s corners,
the plane can be expressed as a 3D quad. The reprojection of the quadtree’s quads’
corners’ homogeneous RGB coordinates is a line. By calculating the intersection
between this line and the plane, the 3D coordinates for each corner can be found.
All quads in a quadtree can then be expressed as 3D quads in world coordinates.

(a) The colour camera’s point of view. (b) Looking down from the side.

Figure 5.6: Geometry generated from a quadtree.

Figure 5.6 shows an example of 3D quads generated from the image in figure 4.2.
The white lines show the borders of each tessellated quad in the quadtree. Figure
5.6a shows the view from the colour camera’s perspective. Figure 5.6b depicts
what it looks like in 3D.

Compression

After the camera position is estimated and geometry is generated, their data has to
be compressed and saved to a file (or streamed over a network). The information
needed to reconstruct the video is the number of frames between the current and
next keyframe, the 3D homography, geometry data and texture. The number of
frames between two keyframes is encoded with an unsigned 8-bit integer. There-
fore there is a maximum of 255 frames between two keyframes. This equates to
approximately 8.5 seconds when using the Kinect at 30 frames per second.

The 3D homography is expressed as a 4 × 4 floating point matrix. The last row
of the matrix is always

[
0 0 0 1

]
, which does not need to be transmitted,

thus reducing the number of floating point numbers to 12. However, if the 3D
homography’s rotation is expressed as a unit quaternion (see appendix A), then
the rotation only needs three floating point numbers, instead of nine. Thus, the
3D homography’s rotation and translation are each expressed with three 32-bit
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floating point numbers.

Every corner of every 3D quad can be expressed as a vertex with world and tex-
ture coordinates (the RGB coordinates). Coding and transmitting each vertex
corresponding to the corners of the quad requires five floating point numbers for
each vertex. There are four vertices per quad, which results in 640 bits per quad
(32 ∗ 5 ∗ 4). By moving the reprojection of the quads’ corners (described in the
geometry generation) to the decoder, the number of bits required to represent the
geometry can be reduced.

Instead of transmitting all vertices for each 3D quad, its plane equation (n̂ and
D) is transmitted (32 ∗ 4 = 128 bits). One option is to transmit all of the texture
coordinates for the 3D quad (32 ∗ 2 ∗ 4 = 256 bits). However, since the quads are
built from a quadtree, they are always split in four. If the decoder knows the size
of the image, and the structure of the quadtree, then the decoder can calculate
the quad’s texture coordinates. Each node in the quadtree can be encoded with
1 bit, making it a very compact representation. A parent is encoded as 0, and a
leaf as 1. The binary code for a quad’s plane equation is inserted after its leaf’s
bit. Since the number of bits used by the plane equation is known, the geometry
can be instantaneously decoded.

Figure 5.7: Binary code for quadtree structure.

The decoder needs to know the camera matrix and video dimensions in order
to reproject a quad’s corners. Both the video dimension and camera matrix are
assumed to be the same throughout the whole video sequence. The width and
height of the video are encoded with two 16-bit unsigned integers, which gives a
maximum resolution of 65535×65535 pixels. The camera matrix is a 3×4 floating
point matrix. If the quads’ plane equations and the keyframes’ homographies are
represented in the RGB camera’s world coordinates, then only the RGB camera’s
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calibration matrix needs to be transmitted (32 ∗ 5 = 160 bits).

The floating point numbers in the plane equation are compressed as described
in section 4.2. The plane equation consists of three floating point numbers for the
normal, and one for the distance to the closest point on the plane from the origin.
Since the normal is normalized, its values will always be between [−1, 1]. Because
of this, the minimum and maximum of the normals need not be transmitted. The
minimum and maximum of the distance, D, is calculated and transmitted for each
keyframe.

The variable number of bits needed to encode the geometry is

btot =
4
3
(NQ − 4) + 5︸ ︷︷ ︸

Quadtree

+NQ(3 ∗ bn + bD)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Plane equation

(5.2.12)

where btot is the total number of bits needed, NQ is the number of quads, bn is the
number of bits that the normal is encoded with and bD is the number of bits D is
encoded with. This shows that the number of bits used for the quadtree is only
a smaller fraction of those required for the geometry. In addition, the number of
bits needed for the geometry and quadtree is much smaller than what is used for
texture compression.

Table 5.1 shows the number of bits needed for the side information (the fixed
number of bits needed) for the whole video and for each keyframe.

Data Number of bits
Video side information:
Video width 16
Video height 16
Camera calibration matrix 160
Total 192

Keyframe side information:
Number of frames from current keyframe 8
Rotation 96
Translation 96
Number of bits that the normal is encoded with 8
Number of bits that D is encoded with 8
Minimum D value 32
Maximum D value 32
Quadtree size btot 32
Total 312

Table 5.1: Number of bits needed for side information.
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Note that transmitting the quadtree size, btot, is not strictly necessary, although
it does help when decoding the sequence. To further reduce the size of the side
information, the number of bits that the normal is encoded with can be made
static for the whole video, and transmitted only once.

Since the geometry is fitted onto the entire keyframe, there is no need to split
the texture data per quad. The keyframe’s RGB image is used as the texture for
the entire geometry, and is encoded with JPEG (see section 4.1).

The compression scheme described above here has been adapted to the appli-
cation developed for this master thesis. Whilst not as advanced as other geometry
compression techniques [14] using wavelets, it still significantly reduces the number
of bits needed to represent the geometry.

5.2.2 Decoding

A flowchart of the decoding algorithm is shown seen in figure 5.8. Every time
a keyframe is the frame that is being rendered, the next keyframe in the video
sequence is read and decoded.

Figure 5.8: Flowchart of the decoding algorithm.
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When decoding (and playing) the video, each keyframe is decoded by reconstruct-
ing its quadtree and finding where the reprojected lines hit the quads’ planes.
The resulting lines that intersect each quad then make up a 3D quad that can be
transformed and projected onto predicted frames.

Figure 5.9: Frame prediction between two keyframes.

When predicting a frame, the 3D homography for the current keyframe is set to
the identity matrix, H1 = I. The homography for the next keyframe, H2, is given
by the encoder. H2 describes how to transform the next keyframe’s 3D quads into
the current keyframe’s coordinate system. The predicted frame’s homography, Hp,
is then calculated by performing a linear interpolation between H1 and H2. Since
the rotation is encoded as quaternions, this can be done with constant speed using
slerp (see appendix A).

α =
FrameNumber(Hp)− FrameNumber(H1)
FrameNumber(H2)− FrameNumber(H1)

(5.2.13)

H1 = homography(q1, t1) = homography(


0
0
0
1

 ,

0
0
0

) =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 (5.2.14)

H2 = homography(q2, t2) (5.2.15)

Hp = homography(slerp(q1, q2, α), αt2) (5.2.16)

Linear interpolation will produce a smooth transition between keyframes and is
less computationally heavy than splines. Linearly interpolating the camera posi-
tion also reduces the number of bits more than when transmitting each frame’s
camera position.

Given homography H1, H2 and Hp, the above two keyframes’ geometry can be
transformed into the predicted frame’s world coordinate system and then projected
onto the predicted frame’s RGB image.

ph,1,p = KRGBH
−1
p P1 (5.2.17)

ph,2,p = KRGBH
−1
p H2P2 (5.2.18)
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where P1 is a 3D point in the first keyframe’s world coordinate system and ph,1,p

is the projected homogeneous point in the predicted frame.

All of the geometry from the current keyframe is projected onto one image, I1, and
all of the geometry from the next keyframe is projected onto a second image, I2.
These two images are then blended together with α to make a smooth transition
between each keyframe.

Ip = (1− α)I1 + αI2 (5.2.19)

Any pixels that are not filled because of gaps in the geometry are interpolated
with a Gaussian filter.
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Results

There are several parameters that can be changed in the encoder to impact the
quality and size of the video. The result of using different settings will be shown
in this chapter, and later the proposed algorithm is compared to H.264. In the
test sequence used, the camera moves along a corridor. The camera mostly moves
along the z axis, and occasionally rotates. There is a significant amount of missing
depth data in this sequence due to reflections and the length of the corridor. A
couple of frames from the corridor sequence can be seen in figure 6.1.

(a) Frame 0. (b) Frame 150. (c) Frame 300.

Figure 6.1: Frames from the corridor test sequence.

The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is used to measure the visual quality of the
video. PSNR compares the maximum power of a signal against its noise, and is
expressed in decibel (dB). The definition of PSNR is

PSNR = 10 log10(
v2

max

MSE
) (6.0.1)

where vmax is the maximum value of the signal and MSE is the mean squared error
which is defined as

MSE =
1

whNc

w−1∑
i=0

h−1∑
j=0

Nc−1∑
k=0

(I(i, j, k)− J(i, j, k))2 (6.0.2)
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where w is the width of the image, h is the height of the image, Nc is the number
of channels, I is the original image and J is the decoded image. The test sequence
video has the dimensions 640× 480 with three colour channels (RGB), each with
vmax = 28 − 1 = 255. It is recorded at 30 frames per second. In the use cases
presented below, the number of frames between keyframes is around 30.

Since different videos have different lengths, bitrate is used to measure the size of
a video sequence. The bitrate defines how many bits are required per unit of time,
and is measured in bits per seconds (bit/s).

The number of bits that represent each normal component in the plane equa-
tion can be changed. These normals are used when reprojecting the quadtree’s
quads to create 3D polygons. Errors in a normal vector will result in an incor-
rect plane orientation, which may cause geometric distortions. As seen in figure
6.2, the fewer bits used to represent a normal, the lower the bitrate will become.
However, the PSNR will also be lower. In the test sequence, a optimal trade-off
between bitrate and PSNR is approximately 4 bits per normal component.
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Figure 6.2: Bitrate and PSNR compared for different numbers of bits per normal
component.

The D variable in the plane equation states how far away the closest point on
the plane is to the origin. Errors in D will cause its plane to be located in the
wrong place in 3D space. Errors in D may also cause geometric distortions, just
like errors in a normal vector can. Increasing the number of bits to represent D
has a smaller impact on the bitrate compared to increasing the number of bits
representing the normal, since a normal has three components and D only has
one. Figure 6.3b shows that there should be at least 6 bits for D to maintain a
good level of quality.
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Figure 6.3: Bitrate and PSNR compared for different numbers of bits for D.
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(c) PSNR per bitrate for the maximum distance from a plane.

Figure 6.4: Bitrate and PSNR compared for the maximum distance a point can
be from a plane.

When the encoder tessellates the quadtree, it determines how far away points be-
longing to a specific quad are from their plane. If a point’s Euclidean distance is
above a predefined maximum value, it is classified as not belonging to its plane
(an outlier). If the number of outliers is above a specific fraction, then the cor-
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responding quad will be split. The smaller the maximum distance is, the smaller
the quads will become. Having many small quads costs more to encode, but will
generally cause less geometric distortions, as depicted in figure 6.4. Plotting the
PSNR against the bitrate (figure 6.4c), shows that 0.25 m is ideal as the maximum
distance for this sequence when allowing 35% of the quads points to be outliers.

Varying the fraction of outliers that are allowed within a quad will also have
an impact on the result, which is seen in figure 6.6. Allowing many outliers will
generate larger quads, which results in a lower bitrate. However, the PSNR will
then decrease. Through studying the PSNR against the bitrate (figure 6.5c), it is
determined that allowing 35% outliers works well in the test sequence.
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Figure 6.5: Bitrate and PSNR compared for different fractions of outliers from the
plane.

To stop quads from becoming very small and increasing the bitrate, there is an
option that limits the size of each quad. This size is not measured as the area
of the quad, but rather the number of points belonging to it. A new quad will
not be created in the tessellation if it contains fewer points than a predefined
threshold. Setting this threshold to around 400 points keeps the bitrate low,
whilst maintaining the PSNR.
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Figure 6.6: Bitrate and PSNR for the minimum numbers of points per quad.

The setting that has the largest impact on the bitrate is the quality level of the
texture. The texture is encoded using JPEG (section 4.1), and therefore uses
different quantization tables that control its size and quality. Figure 6.7 shows
that JPEG’s highest quality level will produce a high bitrate and not a very large
gain in PSNR. Quality level 40 gives an acceptable visual result, whilst keeping
the bitrate low.
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Figure 6.7: Bitrate and PSNR compared for different JPEG quality levels.
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The PSNR can vary greatly during an encoded video sequence. The PSNR peaks
at each keyframe (indicated in figure 6.8), and has its lowest points between each
keyframe. Putting keyframes closer together (having more keyframes) increases
the PSNR between them, and also increases the total bitrate.

In figure 6.8, the blue line represents the test sequence encoded with a start-
ing distance of 10 frames between each keyframe. The maximum distance allowed
between each keyframe is set to 15 frames. This results in an average bitrate of
355.5 kbits/s and an average PSNR of 27.3 dB. The red line represents 30 frames
between each keyframe, with a maximum distance of 35 frames. This larger dis-
tance between each keyframe results in an average bitrate of 175.0 kbit/s, and an
average PSNR of 24.8 dB.
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Figure 6.8: PSNR per frame.

Figure 6.9 displays the PSNR for the proposed algorithm (blue line) and the
H.264 standard (red line) for the corridor test sequence with a target bitrate of
270 kbit/s. The H.264 standard has a higher average PSNR (29.2 dB) compared to
the proposed algorithm’s 26.6 dB. However, the proposed algorithm has a higher
PSNR around its keyframes.
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Figure 6.9: PSNR per frame for the proposed algorithm and H.264.
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The PSNR error measure does not often correspond to how the human eye per-
ceives the quality of an image. The Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) index [24] is a
more appropriate method for evaluating visual quality perceived by the human
eye. Rather than evaluating the error pixel-by-pixel as PSNR does, the SSIM
looks at the structure of a pixel’s neighbourhood. Figure 6.10 shows the SSIM for
the proposed algorithm (blue line) and H.264 (red line).
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Figure 6.10: SSIM per frame for the proposed algorithm and H.264.

An example of an encoded and then decoded frame in the corridor sequence is
displayed using the proposed algorithm (figure 6.12), H.264 (figure 6.13) and the
original frame from the camera (figure 6.11). This particular frame was chosen
as an example to show what it looks like when the errors caused by the proposed
algorithm are large.

“Ghosting effects” occur due to errors in the estimated camera motion and imper-
fections in the geometry. These errors are especially noticeable on the right-hand
side of the frame. “Ghosting effects” are small around keyframes, but are more
noticeable in-between them (as seen in figure 6.12).

The H.264 standard has different artifacts. Many of details are lost due to the low
bitrate. For example, the red line in the middle of the floor and the details on the
poster on the left wall are hardly visible. An even larger problem, which is not
seen in a single frame, is flickering in some areas when playing the video sequence.

Figure 6.14 shows an example of what a decoded keyframe looks like with the
proposed algorithm. There are no visible geometric distortions, and also more
details compared to H.264.
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Figure 6.11: An example frame given by the camera in the corridor test sequence.

Figure 6.12: The same frame as in figure 6.11 using the proposed algorithm.
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Figure 6.13: The same frame as in figure 6.11 using H.264.

Figure 6.14: Decoded keyframe with the proposed algorithm.





Chapter 7

Discussion

The objective of this master thesis was to propose a model-based video coding
algorithm that can reach low bitrates. This objective has been fulfilled as shown
in chapter 6. The proposed algorithm does not reach the same average PSNR as
H.264 at the same bitrate, although still produces acceptable results. An advan-
tage of the proposed algorithm is that its encoded data contains information about
the scene. This information allows the scene to be rendered in 3D, be rendered
from alternative views and to have objects inserted into it. This cannot be done
with H.264.

Rec3D developed by Balter et al. [3, 4, 10] can also render scenes in 3D. It is
hard to compare this video coding scheme with the proposed algorithm, since the
source code has not been published. Furthermore, the Thabor sequence used in
their paper [4] does not come with a depth map, which the proposed algorithm
requires. The Thabor sequence has a resolution of 336 × 272, which is approxi-
mately one third of the resolution of the corridor test sequence used in this paper.
Rec3D has an average PSNR of 24.25 dB at 125 kbit/s in the Thabor sequence.
The proposed algorithm achieves an average PSNR of 26.6 dB at 270 kbit/s in the
test sequence. Therefore it is reasonable to estimate that the proposed algorithm
would achieve an average PSNR of 26 dB at 270/3 = 90 kbit/s in the Thabor
sequence, although this has not been tested. These two coding schemes are esti-
mated to achieve quite similar results.

Unlike the quad-based algorithm proposed, Rec3D fits a triangular mesh onto the
depth data. This triangular mesh is encoded in several resolutions using wavelet
decomposition. There are several advantages of using triangular meshes as opposed
to quads. For example, the mesh can warp around objects with less distortion.
However, one has to use segmentation to separate objects in the scene. If the
objects are not separated and the camera moves away from the intended path,
large geometric distortions will be visible. Unlike triangular meshes, quad geome-
try generated from a quadtree can be compressed very efficiently, which has been
demonstrated in this paper.
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Developing a video coder takes a considerable amount of time. For example, the
H.264 standard is the result of many years of research and development. Since the
proposed algorithm has deliberately been limited to the scope of a master thesis,
there is no doubt further investigation could improve its performance and results.
Some possible future improvements are discussed below.

The geometric distortions in the proposed algorithm originate from three factors.
Firstly, the estimated normals can be noisy, which may lead to noisy orientations
of the estimated planes. This may be improved with better depth map filtering.
Secondly, the camera motion tracking contains noise. This could be minimised by
increasing the sampling frequency of camera motion, which would not have large
impact on the bitrate. Lastly, the blending of two keyframes with imperfections
in their geometry and homographies causes visible distortions. A better method
for blending two keyframes may result in a large increase of the PSNR.

Most of an encoded video’s bitrate is used for compressing its textures. A better
PSNR per bitrate could be achieved with a more efficient image coding technique.
A newer image compression technique such as JPEG2000 would be a good alter-
native.

Some of the activities deemed out of scope for this master thesis (presented in
section 1.1) could be investigated, given more time. For example, instead of using
static scenes one could give each quad a motion vector, allowing objects to move
within the scene. In addition, instead of using predetermined camera matrices,
one could utilise methods of automatic camera calibration.

Currently, the entire algorithm is calculated on the CPU. A large gain in speed
could be achieved by performing it on the GPU. Many steps of the algorithm, for
example the depth filtering, tracking and projection, can be calculated in parallel,
and therefore would be significantly faster on the GPU.

Model-based video coding’s greatest strength is the possibility to reach very low
bitrates. The 3D representation of a video also leads to many other interesting
possibilities, such as viewing videos in 3D and from alternative views. There is
also the possibility to inserting objects into the scene for augmented reality, and
for users to interact with the environment. What has been demonstrated here,
and also by Balter et al. [3, 4, 10], is that although model-based coding has its
shortcomings, it also has great potential, especially due to the growing prevalence
of 3D applications.
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Appendix A

Quaternions

Quaternions are an extension of complex numbers with one real and three imagi-
nary dimensions. The most practical application of quaternions is to represent 3D
rotations. A quaternion is defined as

q = a+ bi + cj + dk (A.1)

where i, j and k are the basis elements. Multiplication of the basis elements works
in a similar way as normal complex numbers.

i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1 (A.2)

The quaternion i represents a rotation of 180 degrees, and i2 represents a rotation
of 360 degrees around the x axis. The same applies to j and k, but around the y
and z axis. Rotations are concatenated by multiplying two quaternions together.

q1q2 =(a, b, c, d)(e, f, g, h) = (A.3)
(ae− bf − cg − dh, be+ af + ch− dg, ag − bh+ ce+ df, ah+ bg − cf + de)

The multiplication of quaternions is non-commutative, where q1q2 is not necessar-
ily the same as q2q1. Since quaternions represent rotations, first rotating α degrees
around the x axis, and then β degrees around the y axis, one will often not end
up in the same place as when first rotating β degrees around the y axis, and then
α degrees around the x axis.

The conjugate of a quaternion is defined as

q∗ = (a,−b,−c,−d) (A.4)

The norm of a quaternion is defined as

‖q‖ =
√
qq∗ =

√
a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 (A.5)

The polar decomposition of a quaternion can be written as

q = ‖q‖en̂θ (A.6)
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where n̂ is the unit vector and θ is the angle. The power of a quaternion (with a
real exponent) is therefore given by

qα = ‖q‖αen̂αθ (A.7)

A unit quaternion is a quaternion of norm one. Therefore a non-zero quaternion
can always be made into a unit quaternion by dividing it by the norm.

qu =
q

‖q‖
(A.8)

A unit quaternion q = (a, b, c, d) can be converted into a rotation matrix.

R(q) =

1− 2(c2 + d2) 2bc− 2ad 2bd+ 2ac
2bc+ 2ad 1− 2(b2 + d2) 2cd− 2ab
2bd− 2ac 2cd+ 2ab 1− 2(b2 + c2)

 (A.9)

A rotation matrix can also be converted into a quaternion [2].

a =
1
2

√
max(0, 1 +R11 +R22 +R33) (A.10)

b0 =
1
2

√
max(0, 1 +R11 −R22 −R33) (A.11)

b = sign(R32 −R23)|b0| (A.12)

c0 =
1
2

√
max(0, 1−R11 +R22 −R33) (A.13)

c = sign(R13 −R31)|c0| (A.14)

d0 =
1
2

√
max(0, 1−R11 −R22 +R33) (A.15)

d = sign(R12 −R21)|d0| (A.16)

One of the largest strengths of quaternions is the interpolation of rotation. By
using spherical linear interpolation (slerp), it is possible to interpolate along a
unit sphere with a constant speed. The interpolation parameter α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1)
expresses where the rotation is on the sphere.

slerp(q1, q2, α) = (q2q−1
1 )αq1 (A.17)


